Assignment 1

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed. As per our records you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Who authored the first vampire story in Oral English?
   - Bram Stoker
   - John Polidori
   - Lord Byron
   - Edgar Allan Poe
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 2
   Accepted Answers: John Polidori

2) What is the outlive of the novel Frankenstein?
   - A novel without a hero
   - Prophesied by the Author
   - The modern Prometheus
   - A Gothic story
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 3
   Accepted Answers: The modern Prometheus

3) Horace Walpole built a Gothic castle in miniatures at ———— where he penned down his famous novel The Castle of Otranto
   - Strawberry Hill
   - Tintern Abbey
   - Erewhon
   - Leaf Hill
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 3
   Accepted Answers: Strawberry Hill

4) "I have composed it in defiance of rules, of critics, and of philosophers" identify the speaker and the work
   - John Polidori, The Vampyre
   - Horace Walpole, The Castle of Otranto
   - Bram Stoker, Dracula
   - Matthew Gregory Lewis, The Monk
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 3
   Accepted Answers: Horace Walpole, The Castle of Otranto

5) What, according to Edmund Burke's aesthetics, is the most feliciting source of sublime terror?
   - Certainty
   - Certainty
   - Delicacy
   - Reality
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 3
   Accepted Answers: Certainty

6) Ann Radcliffe in "On the Supernatural in Poetry" states that "——— expands the soul, and accelerates the faculties to a high degree of life"
   - Horrors
   - Mirth
   - Delight
   - Terror
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 3
   Accepted Answers: Horrors

7) Which of the following are the common elements found in Gothic fiction?
   - Crypts, dark corridors, and eerie sounds
   - Ghosts and ancestral curses
   - Mysterious deaths, crimes, and supernatural
   - Embalming, seance, and tombstone landscapes
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 3
   Accepted Answers: Crypts, dark corridors, and eerie sounds

8) Which of the following is a key genetic motif?
   - Sadness
   - Tragedy
   - Brevity
   - Hauntingness
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 3
   Accepted Answers: Hauntingness

9) Marquis de Sade in his tales seeks to satiate the emergence and popularity of violent gothic fiction to the effects of
   - The French Revolution
   - Industrialization
   - Renaissance
   - Modernism
   No, the answer is incorrect.
   Score: 3
   Accepted Answers: The French Revolution

10) Which work is considered by Coleridge to be the "gathering of non-common genius"?
    - The Faerie Queen
    - The Castle of Otranto
    - The Vampire
    - The Monk
    No, the answer is incorrect.
    Score: 3
    Accepted Answers: The Faerie Queen